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THIS REPORT IS PRODUCED BY BRITER BRIDGES LTD. AND CAN BE USED FOR ACADEMIC AND
COMMERCIAL PURPOSES WITH REFERENCE TO THE AUTHOR. 

Briter Bridges is a data-driven research firm founded in October 2018, headquartered in London, and focused on 
building a digital knowledge infrastructure to inform business and investment activities across underserved 
markets. With a presence in Europe, United Kingdom, and Kenya, Briter Bridges provides private and public orga-
nisations with market insights, with a client portfolio which includes the World Bank, the Foreign, Commonweal-
th, and Development O!ce, the GIZ, London Business School, Amazon, and several corporates, private funds, 
and research institutions.

In 2020, Briter launched Intelligence, a fast-growing business intelligence and analytics platform which is used by 
thousands of  entrepreneurs, investors, and researchers to explore underserved markets and provides an interacti-
ve source of data about business, investment, and technology information.
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AFRICA’S INVESTOR COMMUNITY

BRITER
BRIDGES

The investors listed contributed to this Africa Investment Report 2020 by providing data about their funding activity. The information is not meant to be 
used as a comprehensive mapping of investors on the continent.
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Building reliable and comprehensive knowledge banks is a 
crucial first step in the process of value creation, in arts as 
well as in business. As many African economies experience 
a historical awakening, which includes the recent establish-
ment of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), a 
better supply of objective, analytical, and non-partisan 
information is key. Africa’s Investment Report 2020 aims 
to be a reference document for any individuals and organi-
sations engaging, or planning to engage, in business and 
funding activities across the continent. The report puts a 
particular emphasis on the digital and green economy and 
also analyses the demographic origins of capital flows by 
highlighting the headquarters’ locations of the most 
funded companies across Africa.

Written in collaboration with Africa’s investor community 
and boasting the participation of over 70 funds, institu-
tions, and syndicates who provided insights into their 
theses, portfolios, and pipeline, this report aims to showca-
se a detailed overview of the volumes and composition of 
investment into ventures across Africa in 2020, as well as 
provide a perspective as to how the funding activity 
compares with the previous three to five years, based on 
primary and secondary data collected, curated, and visua-
lised by our team.

$2.4 billion in capital deployed and acquisition value 
across Africa were recorded by our investment activity 
tracking in 2020. Our report estimates:

 a minimum of $1.07 billion in disclosed funding,  
 which includes a variety of investment vehicles  
 such as equity, debt, grants, mezzanine finan  
 cing, convertible and SAFE notes;

 $1.12 billion in disclosed M&A market, and

 at least $243 million in non-publicly disclosed  
 deals according to the information made   
 available to Briter Bridges by 70+ investors who  
 directly contributed to the report.

Despite its steady growth over the past decade invest-
ment, activity remains significantly skewed towards  a 
selected few sectors and geographies. Fintechs accoun-
ted for over nine tenth of total M&A volumes, with high 
profile acquisitions such as Paystack, DPO Group, and 
Wave, and over a third of all non-acquisition funds 
deployed, followed by cleantech and healthcare. 

Executive Summary

Director, Briter Bridges Ltd.

The top 10 deals by size in 2020 accounted for over 50% 
of the $1.3 billion deployed into ventures across the conti-
nent in 2020 (including disclosed and undisclosed deals), 
while over 30% of companies funded are incorporated in 
the United States.

COVID-19 was expectedly welcomed with fear due to the 
negative impact on several industries as well as the 
looming market uncertainty it triggered. As a result, foreca-
sts anticipated significant slow-downs in the investment 
activity across the continent. By forcing businesses to pivot 
and see their model drastically adjusted in order to survive, 
the pandemic created the conditions for a generalised 
questioning of risk frameworks. Yet, the many conversa-
tions with private and institutional investors, which our 
team enjoyed throughout 2020, highlighted that funding 
mandates and activities hardly ever ceased but, if ever, 
they were temporarily paused to allow investors to focus 
on existing portfolios or adjust due diligence procedures 
to ‘the new normal’. In addition, the blossoming early-sta-
ge support ecosystem, made of accelerators, venture 
builders, angel investor syndicates, and emerging seed 
funds continued bridging the persisting early stage 
funding gap. 

Figures presented in this report are based on a combina-
tion of the availability of data through online sources and 
information provided by investors themselves. However, it 
is recognised that the data might not capture the entirety 
of the funding landscape in historical terms. Ultimately, as 
ecosystems and funding resources across Africa still 
remain at a relatively nascent stage, year-on-year growth 
calculations are based on scarce historical data, which can 
result in drawing inaccurate conclusions about the nature 
and trajectory of their growth.

The findings are nonetheless promising. As markets keep 
growing steadily, propelled by an increasing interest from 
investors, corporates, academia, and public institutions, 
the diversity and energy which have been defining Africa’s 
innovative ecosystems throughout the 2010s seem to 
suggest that a gradual path to sophistication and maturity 
is laid ahead.
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total amount of funding raised
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2018

2019

2020
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Values including mega deals 
($90M+) and M&A

Values without mega 
deals ($90M+)

Acquisitions
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Africa’s Investment Report 2020
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Africa’s Investment Report 2020
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HEADQUARTERS OPERATIONS ACROSS AFRICA

Undisclosed

TOP 100 DEALS: HEADQUARTERS VS OPERATIONS INDUSTRY SEGMENTATION

MOST FUNDED PRODUCTSFUNDING HISTORY

Insurance Digital Banking

Funding activity across the continent’s tech and innovative scene.
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Sources and disclaimers
Primary data sources:
 Briter Intelligence data submissions;
 Direct inputs from 70+ investors;
 Direct inputs from startups across Briter Bridges’ network as well as Briter Intelligence’s members;
 Semi-formal conversations and interviews with founders, investors, and other ecosystem builders.

Secondary data sources:
 Media and magazines;
 Online databases;
 Press releases;
 Companies’ websites and social media profiles.

Disclaimers
The figures provided in the report refer to the total amount of funding data made available to Briter Bridges and do not claim 
100% granularity since a significant share of capital injections remain undisclosed and confidential.

The terms used by the media around data points such as stage is o"en arbitrary and not standardised, resulting in incon-
gruences between sources and conflicts with direct data points. Briter Bridges has therefore tried to reconcile terminology 
whenever possible. Several data points, such as funding stages, remain unspecified and this report has attempted to 
cross-analyse them with complementary and related information in order to provide context.

Briter sourced primary funding data from investors and, in order to preserve privacy, only published any undisclosable or 
confidential information anonymously and aggregated, omitting any reference to its source.

Finally, the purpose of this report is to showcase the size and composition of business opportunities, with a specific focus on 
companies operating in the digital and green economy, across Africa and it is not aimed at ranking businesses other than 
analysing them according to the industries and geographies they operate in, as well as the funding disclosable information.

Ongoing data collection
An amended, albeit more concised version of the report will be released in Q1 2021 to account for new inputs that may be 
gathered only a"er the first version is published.

Email our team to access the Open Source Database.

6BRITER
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The estimated value
of  disclosed funding
in Africa was at least    

$1.07 billion*
* The value excludes acquisitons
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The estimated value of 
the disclosed M&A 
market was at least

$1.12 billion
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The estimated value of 
undisclosed funding* 
amounted to at least

$243 million
*Based on direct sourcing from 70+ leading public and private investors. It is calculated by adding 
data about individual tickets for deals whose total values remain unknown and total round sizes whe-
never information was disclosed to Briter Bridges by investors or entrepreneurs.
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Funding history and volume breakdown
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Values including mega deals 
($90M+) and M&A
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Acquisitions
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$100+ mln deals

Increasing presence of growth 

stage deals, mergers and 

acquisitions activity, and the 

expansion of international 

companies across Africa  

Steady year-on-year growth

100 mln
110 mln



$243 million
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2019

Funding history MoM investment trends

Slow-down in Q1--Q2 2020, likely 

to be associated with the spread of 

COVID-19 and the introduction of 

the first wave of restrictions and 

lockdown

Multiple announcements of mega 

deals such as Frontier Car Group to 

Interswitch, Opay, Heetch, and 

PalmPay.



Headquarters vs operations
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2020

1 32

USA

UK

UAE

1 37

HEADQUARTERS

OPERATIONS OF TOP OVERSEAS HQed COs OPERATIONS OF TOP AFRICAN HQed COs

OPERATIONS IN AFRICA

1

18

KENYA

1

7

1

3

1

3

SOUTH AFRICA

1

13

MAURITIUS

1

1

$1,195bln

$471,8mln

$107,6mln

$51,2mln $77,1mln

$110mln

$119,7mln

The following maps display how capital is sourced from and allocated to a selected pool of countries 
by illustrating the distribution of the top 100 funded companies that have raised up to $100 million in 
the past three years across disclosed and undisclosed deals. The maps on the le" hand side represent 
HEADQUARTER countries, i.e. the HQs of the companies operating Africa, while the maps on the 
right illustrate the countries of OPERATIONS of the top 100 companies by deal size in each year.
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2019

1 23 1 48

HEADQUARTERS OPERATIONS IN AFRICA

2018

1 23 1 42

HEADQUARTERS OPERATIONS IN AFRICA

$1,023bln

$977mln
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Industry segmentation
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The funding landscape remains heavily skewed towards a limited number of sectors, which represent 
over 75% of funding recipients. While financial technology companies retain the lion’s share of total fund-
ing, cleantech is increasingly attracting capital from local and international investors, including a growing 
number of corporates interested in fast-tracking their transition to renewable energy. Healthcare, data 
and IT infrastructure, and agriculture follow as more private companies reach maturity, but ticket sizes 
remain contained compared to those across fintech and cleantech.
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Up and coming tech products

2020

2019

Solar Energy PAYG Payments Transfers &
Remittances

Financial API &
Open Banking

Telemedicine Supply Chain
Management

Insurance Digital Banking

Payments Vehicle
Marketplace*

Lending* Solar Energy Transfers &
Remittances

Medical Delivery Supply Chain
Management

Professional Skill
Development

General Retail Ride-Hailing*

15

137M

Data & Analytics

98M

433M

400M

93M

The following pie charts indicate the aggregate amounts raised by companies o#ering the most appeal-
ing products to investors, derived from singling out the 10 most funded products each year over the past 
24 months, out of a pool of 180+ (2020) and 115+ (2019). M&A deals were excluded from the analysis.

61M 59M

43M 34M
33M 30M

310M

248M

209M

190M 118M
100M 57M 46M

*Companies o"ering service suites including delivery, cashless payments, and errands were 
listed in Briter’s database as “SuperApps” and do not count towards this total figure.

57M
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Gender distribution

1840+ 
co/founders

Unidentified

Male

Female

15.2% 0.2%

84.6%

100 companies up to $100 million

Female Male

10th decile

Total number of co/founders 

9th decile

8th decile

7th decile

6th decile

5th decile

4th decile

3rd decile

2nd decile

1st decile

$597,2mln

$400,1mln

$310,6mln

$234,1 mln

$177,6 mln

$144,8mln

$122,8mln

$105,0mln

$82,5mln

$68,8 mln

0 5 10 15 20

The figures in mlns display the total funding amount across the top 10 companies (that  have raised up $100 million)  in deciles. 

In 2020, there were  869 co/founding members that raised funding within their company. Across the teams, 17,4%  were female. A total 
of 53.9% of  funding raised by female co/founders in the total sample occurred in this year.

The data considers current co/founders or C-level executives in the individual companies listed across the deals collected for this study.  
Inactive founders are only included if a company has shut down since raising funding, or in cases where the company has been acquired.  

Funding allocation in 2020
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0 - 24,999 

25,000 - 49,999

50,000- 99,999 

100,000 - 249,999

Funding funnel Over 5 years

240,000 - 449,999

500,000- 999,999 

1000,000 - 1,999,999 

2,500,000 - 4,999,999

5,999,999- 9,999,999 

10,000,000 - 24,999,999 

25,000,000 - 49,999,999

50,000,000 - 99,999,999 

100,000,000 +

400 300 200 100 0 100 200 300 400

Limited capital pool, 

mainly including 

overseas investors, at 

growth stage

Growing support ecosystem at 

idea stage, as the number of 

accelerators, venture builders, 

and angel investment syndica-

tes increases.

Funding availability at 

seed stage remain largely 

untapped, creating a 

bottleneck between idea 

stage and growth.
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Seed Series A Series B

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Growing capital availability

2016201720182019202080

60

40

20

0

As highlighted in Benchmarking Investment in Africa, terminology remains highly subject to specific contexts and several 
investors and businesses do not always rely on pre-determined glossary when raising or deploying funding. The value of the 
investments made in unspecified stages for 2020 alone amounts to $600 million, i.e. ca. 25% of the total estimated funding 
for the year, including M&A and undisclosed figures. By ordering unspecified deals by size and identifying them according to 
their role in companies’ development (i.e. Early, Establishment, and Growth), it is possible to compare with deals associated 
to defined funding stages. The gradual increase per year, however, mirrors the results observed in the chart below, indicating 
the overall increase in availability of capital and the segments that saw faster growth.

0-24,9K

25-49K 50-99K

100-249K
250-499K

500-999K

1-1,9M

2.4M

5-9M

10-19M

20-29M
30-49M

50-99M

100M+
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Early Establishment Growth

CONTEXTUALISING UNSPECIFIED FUNDING STAGES
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Early-stage support systems

Venture builders

Accelerators &
Programmes

Syndicates

In-kind support
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Venture
Builders

Accelerators

Syndicates

In-kind support

1 9

Aside from a promising growing number of early-stage focused venture capital funds and investors, 
support ecosystem organisations such as syndicates, venture builders, and technology hubs have been 
increasingly deploying financial and in-kind resources into companies across the continent. The map and 
list below highlight some of the most active organisations.

The map and list specifically focus on programme-like support and exclude VC funds  such as  
Microtraction, Venture Platform, Future Africa, etc.



$182 million
2020*

$166 million
2019*

$500 million
2020

$175 million
2019

$400 million
2019

$110 million
2020

$170 million
2019
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100M+ deals in global
companies with operations 
across Africa

Africa’s funding landscape has been characterised by a handful of large size deals (or mega deals) above 
$100 million, which have been capturing the headlines and somewhat skewing the perception of aver-
age deal sizes across the continent. The list below captures some of the investments made in global com-
panies who are headquartered in Europe or North America and are active, among other geographies, 
across Africa.

United States

Germany

Estonia

United Kingdom

United States

Spain

United States

Headquarter country
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Most funded companies by

$50 - 99.9 million

$25 - 49.9 million

Disclaimer: in order to respect companies’ privacy, any undisclosed funding which was made known to Briter was not 
added to the companies listed here and the amounts include disclosed funding only. This list includes companies not 
headquartered in Africa but with operational presence on the continent*. This list excludes companies who raised 
over $100 million in disclosed funding.

Pt. 1

21*Countries of operations are highlighted in red based on the latest updates known to Briter 
Bridges and may not account for new or unannounced launches across new markets.
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total amount of funding raised
$10 - 24.9 million

Pt. 2

22

Funding activity across the continent’s tech and innovative scene.



YC’s commitment  in Africa

2016

2019

2018

2017

2015
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Engage with our team
Briter Bridges produces periodical insights based on primary and secondary research. Get in touch with our team if you are 
interested in providing data or insights about your funding or company activity.

You can access our platform at briterintelligence.com, which includes an open source DEALS sections and thousands of 
companies’ profiles to better understand markets across Africa.

 For general enquiries: hello@briterbridges.com
 For Intelligence-related enquiries support@briterintelligence.com

 briterbridges.com
 briterintelligence.com

We want to thank you all the investors who contributed to this report and the entire community of entrepreneurs, ecosystem 
builders, investors, professionals, and researchers who strive for a more impactful and transparent business environment.
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